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Fish Tank

Sara never liked animals. One day, her father
caught her kicking the neighbor’s dog. He got
really angry and she was grounded for a week. To
get back at her father she poured bleach in the big
fish tank, killing all the beautiful fish that he loved
so much. Good thing that she did, because he was
really annoying.

•
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• Is it true within the fictional world of this story
that killing the fish was a good thing to do?
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Sara never liked animals. One day, her father
caught her kicking the neighbor’s dog. He got
really angry and she was grounded for a week. To
get back at her father she poured bleach in the big
fish tank, killing all the beautiful fish that he loved
so much. Good thing that she did, because he was
really annoying.
• Whose opinion is it that killing the fish was a

good thing to do?
• The author’s / The fictional narrator’s / Sara’s



The puzzle of imaginative resistance

• authorial authority: whatever author writes is
fictionally true and/or to be imagined

• breakdown: some statements in a story are not
fictionally true and/or we resist imagining them
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The Box

Carefully, Mary broke the tape and removed the lid.
The sunlight streamed through the window into the
box, illuminating its contents, or lack of them. For
some moments Mary could do nothing but gaze,
mouth agape.

At first, she thought it must be a
trick of the light, but more careful inspection
certified that it was no illusion. The box was
absolutely empty, but also had something in it.
Fixed to its base was a small figurine, carved of
wood, Chinese influence, Southeast Asian
maybe.(Kim et al. 2018, cf. Priest 2008)
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Preview

• why does our imaginative engagement break
down in these cases?
• our answer: it (often) doesn’t, readers have

various coping strategies
• face value interpretation
• character report interpretation
• accommodating unreliable narrator
• non-literal, disregarding, pop-out, . . .

• empirical: what strategies do readers use?
• supersemantic bonus: how about film?
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Face Value Strategy

• embrace authorial authority
• readers accept/imagine unlikely, weird, immoral, and

impossible worlds (Priest 2008, Matravers 2014, Baduro&Berto
2018)
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Free indirect discourse?

They flopped down beneath the giant maple. One
more item to find, and yet the game seemed lost.
Hang on, Sally said. It’s staring us in the face. This
is a maple tree we’re under. She grabbed a
five-fingered leaf. Here was the oval they needed!
They ran off to claim their prize.
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They flopped down beneath the giant maple. One
more item to find, and yet the game seemed lost.
Hang on, Sally said. It’s staring us in the face. This
is a maple tree we’re under. She grabbed a
five-fingered leaf. “Here is the oval we need!”, she
thought/yelled. They ran off to claim their prize.
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Author vs. narrator

• narrator ≈ fictional entity recounting the fictional
events (Lewis 1979, Genette 1980, . . . )

• fictional character as first-person narrator
• ‘Call me Ishmael. . . ’

• impersonal/effaced/omniscient narrator
• ‘Once upon a time there was a princess, . . . ’
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Impersonal vs first-person in DRT
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Unreliable narrators

• first-person narrator is (often) unreliable
• Huck Finn, Patrick Bateman, Humbert Humbert, Pi, . . .
• narrator’s assertions need not be fictionally true

• DRT analysis?
• regular update: when x asserts p, update with p
• cautious update: if you don’t trust x when she asserts

that p, update with ‘x believes/says that p’ (Eckardt 2014)
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Accommodating an unreliable narrator

Sara never liked animals . . . she poured bleach in
the big fish tank . . .

. . . Good thing that she did,
because he was really annoying.
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Taking stock

• semi-consensus: imaginative resistance cases
involve authorial authority breakdown

• claim: not necessarily. . .
• Face Value
• Character Report
• Narrator Accommodation

• empirical question
• what strategies do actual readers of these stories use?

• supersemantic bonus question
• do these strategies apply to the interpretation of visual

stories?
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Interstate

Jenny was driving along Interstate 95, the main
Interstate Highway on the East Coast of the United
States, running largely parallel to the Atlantic
Ocean and U.S. Highway 1.

Last summer, this
highway was painted solid yellow and
superimposed with intricate black flower patterns
for its entire 2000 mile length.
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• Is it true within the fictional world of this story
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Jenny was driving along Interstate 95, the main
Interstate Highway on the East Coast of the United
States, running largely parallel to the Atlantic
Ocean and U.S. Highway 1. Last summer, this
highway was painted solid yellow and
superimposed with intricate black flower patterns
for its entire 2000 mile length.
• Whose opinion is it that the highway was painted

yellow?
• The author’s / The fictional narrator’s / Jenny’s





Experimental results

• resistance: deviant evaluation > logical
impossibility > physical impossibility
• most stories allow unreliable narrator

accommodation
• a few stories allow character report

interpretation (Treasure Hunt)

• a few stories show pop-out (Death on Freeway)

• controls
• explicit report versions ⇒ character
• explicit first person versions ⇒ narrator/author
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Visual narrative

• pictures have truth conditional content
• but mostly iconic rather than symbolic/compositional
• projective semantics (cf. Greenberg 2013)

• sequences of pictures/scenes can be used to tell
stories
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Narrators in film?

• narrator ≈ the fictional source presenting the
story
≈ projection viewpoint, corresponding to camera

• usually impersonal/effaced
• first-person?
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Unreliable narration in film?

• Rashomon, Psycho, American Psycho, Fight Club,
The Sixth Sense, A Beautiful Mind, Black Swan,
. . .
• content of a protagonist’s subjective experience, story,

hallucination
• shot from an impersonal perspective











Dynamics of perspective blend

• regular update:
• the world looks like s (from impersonal viewpoint v)

• cautious update/revision:
• x believes that the world looks like s (from impersonal

viewpoint v) (Maier&Bimpikou 2019)

• x binds to a salient protagonist
• ≈ Character Report Strategy
• Narrator Accommodation in film?

https://youtu.be/4sG04IIVgzg?t=29
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Conclusion

• fiction consumers use a variety of interpretation
strategies to deal with so-called imaginative
resistance stories
• face value
• character report (FID, Blended Perspective)
• unreliable narrator accommodation
• . . .
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